
League Officer Meeting Recap

SAFE, SANITIZED & READY TO ROLL
 - Washington, Multnomah and Clackamas Counties have been grouped together and will move into 
    Phase 2 together. Currently, bowling is approved to begin in Phase 2.
 - We are confident we can provide a safe environment for bowling to return once permitted.
 - We have been collaborating with other proprietors to get bowling moved to Phase 1 along with 
    restaurants, gyms and bars. 
 - Oregon State BPAA created this video, it has been sent to the Governor. 
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z20Bx5BGQ0A&feature=emb_title

PREPARING FOR YOUR RETURN (Procedure Changes)
 - Team Member Health Screens: Temperature checks and safety questions to ensure no symptoms
    and/or exposure to COVID-19 at the beginning of each shift. 
 - Personal Protective Equipment: Team members are required to wear masks at all times. Gloves are 
    required when handling food & beverage and while disinfecting/sanitizing. 
 - Hand Sanitizing Stations: Twelve hand sanitizing stations are placed throughout the facility. Sanitizer
    is also placed at every team member work station. 
 - Increased Sanitizing/Disinfecting: Strong focus on disinfecting all touch surfaces frequently. League
    seating will be marked unavailable until our team has disinfected tabletops, chairs, lane tablet and
    ball return. We ask that the bowlers do not move to the seating area until marked available. 
    (See next page for images of signage)

LEAGUE PLAY CHANGES
 - League Lineage Fees: Will not be increasing this season
 - USBC Sanction Fees: Will remain the same
 - Cross-Lane: We will continue to bowl cross-lane
 - Locker Fees: Will be prorated based upon the return to bowling date
 - Symptoms of Illness: League bowlers should self-monitor and refrain from entering the facility if they
    are experiencing any symptoms. Such as a fever, are awaiting results of a COVID-19 test or feel
    that they have been exposed to COVID-19.
 - Mask Requirements (including face shields/coverings): Masks are required throughout the facility
    except when eating or drinking at your assigned table. Bowlers will be reminded if seen with their 
    mask off or down. If there are continuous issues, we will ask the bowler not to return to KingPins 
    until the mask requirements have changed. Masks are available upon request. 
 - Seating and Designated Areas: To ensure social distancing, we will be using the settee and concourse
    seating for league bowlers. The team scheduled to bowl on the lane closest to the approach will be 
    assigned to the bowler’s seating area. The team scheduled to bowl on the lane closest to the concourse
    will be assigned to the bowler’s seating area and the concourse seating. Team members will have to sit 
    closer than 6ft. Comfortablility level with the members on their team may need to be discussed. Signs will 
    be posted to assist bowlers.  (See next page for images of signage) Unfortunately, spectators will not be 
    allowed during league play at the this time. 
 - Practice: Our plan is to keep the amount of practice time at the same amount as your league had last year. 
 - League Payments: Bowlers should bring cash or check to pay league fees. KingPins is looking into other 
    options for the future.
 - Scoring Changes: Bowlers will only be allowed to make corrections on their own tablet.   
 - Strike It Right & Drink Frame: Continue to visit the bowling counter for these items.
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LEAGUE PLAY CHANGES (Continued)
 - Decisions about how to manage 50/50 raffles and other league specific activities will need to be discussed 
    with the league. 
 - Season Schedule: Our goal is to begin league play 1-2 weeks following the approval of bowling. Depending 
    on restrictions, leagues may be asked to adjust start times, bowl every-other-week, etc. We will look at all 
    options to make the best of whatever restrictions we may face. 

USBC
 - Elimination of Balance Holes (Weight Holes): Effective August 1st, bowling balls may not have balance holes. 
    Each ball may have up to five holes for gripping purposes. All gripping holes must be used on every delivery. 
 - Cleaning Ball During League Play: USBC will temporarily allow the use of isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol) 
    on the outer surface of a bowling ball at anytime during league play. No other products may be used on the 
    ball during league play (except for a dry towel).

COMMUNICATING WITH BOWLERS
 - KingPins has created a League Bowlers Text Club. So that we can communicate more effectively about
    updates, league play due to inclement weather and bowling specials for you to take advantage of. 
 - To Sign Up: Text the word “BOWLING” to “370370”. You will be prompt to enter your name and then the 
    league(s) you bowl in. 

FACILITY UPDATE (Staffing Changes)
 - Some of our team members and their roles have changed. We will continue to offer the same great service!
    We welcome your thoughts and feedback on any way we can make your experience better. 

SEATING LAYOUT FOR LEAGUE PLAY
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SEATING AVAILABLE AND UNAVAILABLE SIGNS          ASSIGNED SEATING FOR TEAM BOWLERS
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Available Seating at Lane side table Unavailable Seating at Lane side table Additional seating for certain tables
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